
Welcome!



Your instructor team: 



Course overview:



Course objectives:

●

●

●

●

●



Weekly schedule of topics:



Class format:



Accommodations:



Attendance & Assignments:



Overview of tools:

We’ll be using two tools for most of our work and 
communication in this course, Slack and Miro.



Slack.

Slack is a communication tool that allows for the fluid 
creation of topic- and project-specific channels, as 
well as individual and group messaging.

Let’s walk through a brief demo to show you the 
basic navigation and terminology - highlighting the 
differences between channels, posts, saved items 
and threads. We’ll also touch on updating your 
profile and notification preferences.



Slack.

We’ve created a channel - #introductions - where 
we’d like each of you to write a few sentences about 
yourself and why you’ve signed up for this course.



Miro.

Miro is a collaborative whiteboard tool, accessed through your 
web browser, which is used across many industries for all kinds of 
collaborative work.

Once we establish our working groups for the semester, each 
group will have its own Miro board, where much of your work and 
assignments will be conducted.

You have all also been added to a course “sandbox” board, which 
we’ll take a look at now, that has the basic templates for your 
assignments - which will also be pasted into your individual group 
boards. We’ll use this board if we add or change any content, we’ll 
direct you to new content on this board to copy into your own.



Other course tools.

We’ve also set up a course website, which you can 
bookmark as a central portal to access lecture slides, 
the syllabus, and navigate our other tools.

We’ll be using Compass primarily as a gradebook.



Dr. Saad Shehab.

Please welcome Dr. Shehab, a Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow at SCD, who will be conducting assessment 
research on the course this semester.



Things to do this week:

1. Write a brief introduction about yourself on the 
#introductions channel on Slack

2. Complete our short survey of your skills and interests to 
help us start building teams (the link is posted in the 
#general channel on Slack)

3. Read through our introductory Miro tips in the #tools 
channel on Slack

4. Set up your Slack notifications to make sure you don’t 
miss important announcements and updates - you can 
choose what days and hours, and what format (pop-ups, 
email, etc…) that works best for you.


